In this paper we show that there is a close relationship between variable metric methods of function minimization and filtering of linear stochastic systems with disturbances which are modelled as unknown but bounded functions. We develop new variable metric algorithms for function minimization.
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to show that there is a close relationship between variable metric methods of function minimization and filtering of linear stochastic systems with disturbances which are modelled as unknown but bounded functions.
It is well known that Newton's method for function minimization exhibits iterations and the next step is determined on the basis of this estimate. In this paper, we attempt to make this intuitive notion precise.
The work closest in spirit to this work is the doctoral dissertation of THOMAS [4I. The stochastic models we derive are however, somewhat different and we exploit linear filtering theory to the fullest extent possible. We obtain algorithms which do not require accurate line search algorithms as was also done by Thomas.
FILTERING MODEL FOR THE ALGODPRITHM
Consider the problem of minimizing {f (x)I xA' , where (2.1)
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f is assumed to be thrice continuously differentiable on En We wish to discuss iterative algorithms for minimizing f(x) and the algorithm
Let us use the notation
it is easy to see that there exists UkE£L (0,1-4(Rn)) such that~~~~~~A
Evaluating (2.5) and (2.6) at 0 = 1, and using the natural notation Gk(l) = Gk+l Gk() = Gk ' gk(l) = gk+l ' etc., we get
Then, we may rewrite (2.8) as
Gk+l-Gk + Vk k -+V(2.9)
It is natural to think of V k and w k as process and observation noise respectively. They are obviously correlated. We now atte-pt= to bound the noise.
BOUNDS ON TIE NOISE
To do the bounding, we use the following device: Let y. denote the i th 1i~~ row of G . We then use the isomorphism
We can then rewrite equation (2.8) in differential form:
In the above ' denotes transpose and a denotes tensor product. Writing (2.10) in vector-matrix form:
iG( 0 i Gk(0)
We are interested in bounding Vk and wk as U C') varies over the class of all mappings given by (2.5). Clearly, the set of all (i ,w ) as u(.) varies 2 n k' k k is a convex set in + az n.
Let P denote the set. We can compute the support function of this set and estimate that the support function nL(G*,g*), G* ORn)*, g*E(R n )* (* denotes the dual space) satisfies:
It is easy to see that an appropriate choice of LU,(-) in the class defined by (2.5) attains this bound and hence the support function can be computed as:
where <o,-> is the obvious inner product in d4( n) x Rn and in the matrix defined from the right hand side of (2.12). We can check that Sk > Q (unless
The above discussions may be combined in the following:
Consider the problem of estimating Gk from G =G +V (2.14)
Gk+l Gk , where
SOLUTION OF THE ESTI±'ATIO.N DR3L
The estimation problem can now be solved using the work of BERTSEKAS [1] . and PK is given by
If H k = (Gk) exists and GK+ 1 is generated by (2.20) -(2.22) then
is the inverse of GK+l, where 
